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SUMMARY 
 
    The "Marine Kurier" system for wireless telegraphy was a 
means intended to provide one-way wireless communications from 
U-boats of the German Navy anywhere in the world to one of 
several receiving stations in Germany. The special 
characteristic of the system was a compression of the total 
communication, which could contain as many as seven letters in 
the Morse alphabet, into an elapsed time of 452 milliseconds, 
with the object of hindering direction finding on the 
transmitting vessel. 
 
   Relatively simple and compact equipment was developed and 
built to modulate existing service transmitters with pulses of 
about one millisecond duration, one for a dot, two for a dash. 
The cycle of pulse and following space until the next time 
interval available for a pulse was 4 milliseconds. The 
transmitter was thus operated continuous wave. A three-channel 
diversity reception system ashore, with separate recording of 
the signals obtained in the three channels was intended to 
insure the legibility of the communication so that it would 
not need to be repeated. At the close of the war in Europe, a 
number of installations had been made aboard U-boats and one 
receiving station was in operation. The most critical aspects 
of such a system of communication are the questions of radio 
frequency fading, the appearances of echoes or ghosts of the 
pulse transmitted due to ionosphere reflections and the 
precautions which must be taken to distinguish genuine signals 
from natural or artificial interference. A great deal of 
effort, theoretical and experimental was extended by the 
Germans on these questions, and the conclusions drawn were 
important factors in the design of the low frequency equipment 
here to be described. For example, the use of pulses as long 
as one millisecond and of overall communication lengths of 452 
milliseconds constitute compromise departures from the 
original intention to complete the whole communication in one 
hundredth of a second. The work on the radio frequency 
problems of the system was done chiefly by the Nachrichten-
Mittel Versuchskommando of the OKM, a German Navy 
establishment. The development of the low frequency equipment 



modulator, demodulator and recorder was in the hands of 
Telefunken, from which firm the material for the present 
report was taken in Berlin. A considerable amount of Marine 
Kurier equipment was shipped to the Naval Research Laboratory.  
The Block diagram of the apparatus is given here. Circuit 
Diagrams are in the report. 
 
           I. The "Geber" or "Pulse Giver" 
 
  (1) The Geber as finally built in quantity was known as KZ 
G44/2. It furnished square positive pulses one millisecond 
long and at least 120 volts high to the grid of the 
transmitter output stage, unlocking this tube from the 
negative bias which is furnished by the Geber power supply.  
To suit the various transmitters to be used, bias voltage of 
minus 90, minus 120, minus 150, and minus 180 volts are 
available for this purpose. In addition, mechanism is provided 
to allow the unlocking of the next to last or driver stage of 
the transmitter for an interval sufficient to allow 
transmission of the message once only. The pulses used to 
modulate the transmitter are derived from a coil affixed to 
the end of a rotating arm. Twenty-five fixed and eighty-four 
movable iron levers are arranged cylindrically about the axis 
carrying the rotating arm. When in the closer position they 
alter the field apparent to the coil as it sweeps past 
sufficiently to generate roughly triangular pulses of voltage 
at the coil terminals. These are taken off from slip rings and 
fed to a two-stage resistance-coupled amplifier where they are 
shaped and amplified. All of the fixed levers are in the 
closer position and thus always generate twenty-five one-
millisecond pulses at four millisecond intervals, or what is 
the same thing, a single pulse of 100 milliseconds length with 
a 250 c.p.s. amplitude modulation. This pulse is used as the 
indexing or opening pulse to set the recording mechanism at 
the receiving station into operation for the coming 
intelligence pulses. The scanning arm after passing the 25 
fixed levers passes through an arc without levers lasting 16 
milliseconds in time until it comes to the first of the 
eighty-four moveable levers. These are set up "in" or "out" in 
order to present the message to be transmitted according to 
the following scheme: 
 

1 lever "in"     equals one dot 
2 adjacent levers "in"   equal one dash  
1 lever "out"     equals interval between 
          Morse characters  
2 adjacent levers "out"   equal interval between 
          letters 
3 adjacent levers "out"   equal interval between 
          words 

 



(2) The rotating arm of the Geber is driven through a 24 to 1 
reduction gearing by a synchronous motor operating at 3000 
r.p.m. and fed from the ship's 220 volt 50 cycle supply. The 
rotating arm thus moves at 125 r.p.m., and it is important 
that it moves at just this speed because the circuits for 
unblocking the recording equipment at the receiving station 
are preceded by a sharply tuned 250 cycle filter. If the motor 
speed departs materially from its intended value the indexing 
or opening signal cannot get through and the cathode ray tubes 
of the recording equipment will not be unbiased so as to 
prevent the intelligence being received. 
 
(3) The entire Geber included, in addition to the moveable 
levers for setting up the message to be transmitted, only 
three controls. These are, referring to Figure 1, S2, S3, and 
S1’. S2 is the line switch which sets the motor running and 
energizes the coil (R1) on the end of the rotating arm and its 
amplifier. S3 is a three position switch. In its middle 
position the Geber is disconnected from either of the ship's 
transmitters and the transmitter grids are connected to their 
normal bias supplies. The other two positions serve to connect 
the Geber to one or the other of two transmitters. S3 grounds 
a properly chosen point on the series of bleeder resistors of 
the Geber power supply so as to bias the control grid of the 
output stage of the transmitter in question with the negative 
voltage between the ground point and the most negative point 
in the power supply. It also connects the grid, of the 
transmitter output stage to the output of the Geber amplifier. 
S1' is the critical switch. Upon being depressed, it puts the 
transmitter on the air for one rotation of the scanning arm by 
unblocking the driver stage of the transmitter so that the 
final stage may oscillate in accordance with the pulse 
modulation applied to its grid. S1’ is connected to a cam 
mechanism driven by the shaft carrying the rotating arm so 
that the driver stage may be unblocked for one revolution of 
the scanning arm only. An indicator lamp L1 lights during the 
rotation of the scanning arm for which the transmitter is on 
the air. The schematic of the Geber is reproduced as Figure 1. 
Headphone monitoring of the Geber output is provided. 
 
   II. The Recording Equipment 
 
(4) Because the transmission in the Kurier system takes place 
in one half second or less, means are required at the 
receiving station to store and record the modulation detected 
by the short wave receivers so that it may be examined at 
leisure. This equipment must be designed to distinguish 
between genuine and spurious signals, a very difficult problem 
in view of the similarity between extremely short pulses and 
interferences, in order both to keep clean the intelligence of 
genuine signals when they are transmitted and to prevent 



premature exposure of the element designed to preserve the 
record due to triggering of the recording process by spurious 
signals. The recording equipment thus includes the elements of 
the Kurier receiving station from the output of the three 
Philips CR 101 short wave receivers of the diversity reception 
system to the permanent or semi-permanent record of the pulses 
which originated in the Geber aboard the transmitting vessel. 
The first five sets of recording equipment were built, and 
further equipments up to number 60 were intended to be built 
with photographic recording of the received signal as 
displayed on three normal short-persistence cathode ray tubes, 
one for each of the three diversity receiving channels. 
 
(5) At the close of the war in Europe laboratory work was in 
progress for the development of recording equipment which 
substituted for the short persistence cathode ray tubes and 
photographic equipment, three cathode ray tubes of special 
design and possessing extremely long persistence screens, up 
to minutes or hours. They are the so-called "Blauschrift" or 
"Blue-writing" dark trace tubes, which depend upon the 
alteration in colour, as observed in visible light, of those 
portions of a potassium chloride screen over which an electron 
beam has passed. The electron beam passing over the potassium 
chloride screen which is white and translucent so changes the 
crystals that they absorb the yellow components in the white 
light which is projected onto the screen from behind the tube 
face. A record of the excursion of the electron beam which is 
relatively permanent is then obtained in the form of a dark 
blue line against the white background of the rest of the 
screen. The trace can be erased by heating the potassium 
chloride screen. This is done either with the help of a built-
in resistive layer, or by raising the energy of the electron 
beam to still higher levels scanning over the whole surface of 
the potassium chloride screen. 
   
(6) All of the components of the recording system are built 
into a single unit 90 by 40 by 26 cms. and weighing about 125 
pounds. Except for photographic development facilities, this 
unit is the only one required at the receiving station in 
addition to the short wave diversity reception system with its 
three receivers. This unit, which will hereafter be referred 
to as the recorder, includes essentially three parallel 
channels for amplification of the 100 millisecond opening or 
unlocking pulse, one channel to each receiver, and three 
channels for amplifying and presenting the intelligence 
pulses. Its circuit diagram is reproduced as Figure 2. 
        
   The three unlocking channels take their inputs at the 
terminals AE I, AE II, and AE III of Figure 1. AE is an 
abbreviation for "Auftasteingang", or pulse input. Each of 
these input terminals is connected to the 600 ohm "Leitung" or 



transmission line output of one of the Philips CR 101 
receivers. Between the first and second stages of each of 
these unlocking channels is located a sharply tuned 250 cycle 
filter. These filters will pass to the second stage only 250 
cycle energy, such as exists as modulation on the top of the 
100 millisecond unlocking pulse. Natural or artificial 
interference signals are most unlikely to possess the 
modulation so that the filter serves to protect the recorder 
from other than genuine Kurier signals. The three unlocking 
channels have a common plate supply which passes through the 
coil of a relay, R1. Energizing of R1 discharges a condenser C 
21 through the winding of relay R 3. When this relay is 
activated it permits a cam (appearing adjacent to R 3 in the 
figure) to make a single revolution or a portion of a 
revolution. During this revolution the grids of the cathode 
ray tubes are sufficiently unbiased to permit signals which 
arrive during the next 352 milliseconds to brighten the 
cathode ray traces. 
 
(7) The three signal channels (each consisting of a single 
amplifier tube) take their inputs from the terminals marked SE 
I, SE II, SE III in Figure 1. SE is an abbreviation for 
"Singnaleingang" or signal input. Each of these terminals is 
connected to the diode output terminal (marked ALR) of one of 
the Philips receivers. The signals appearing at the ALR output 
are of negative polarity and about 1 volt in amplitude.  
The output of each of the three signal channels is applied to 
one pair of deflection plates of one of the cathode ray tubes. 
      
   There is no sweep voltage on the second pair of plates of 
these tubes, instead the superimposed successive deflections 
on the tubes are spread out by being recorded on a strip of 
photographic paper attached to a revolving drum. A lens system 
produces an image of all three cathode ray screens on a single 
strip of paper. Electrical blocking is provided by the 
rotation of the cam which unbiases the cathode ray tubes so 
that after one message has been recorded no further signals 
can brighten the cathode ray tubes and thus expose the 
photographic paper to a second communication until the paper 
has been changed and the recorder set up anew. 
 
(8) The circuits of the recorder appear to offer nothing 
unusual. The design of the 250 cycle filters was the occasion 
of considerable effort and a large number of test curves on 
such filters was found in the Telefunken laboratories at 
Kreuzbergstrasse 30, Berlin, where the Telefunken laboratory 
work was done. Samples of this type of data, as well as a 
description of the earlier version of the recorder with 
circuit diagrams are forwarded as enclosures to this report. 
(Appendix 2). 
 



(9) A special photographic paper was developed by Zeiss Ikon 
for the recording of Kurier transmissions. It possesses the 
extremely high sensitivity necessary to record the signals 
placed on the cathode ray tube and at the same time may be 
developed and fixed in two minutes in a single bath without 
stirring. A document describing this paper is included as 
number 29. Among the documents forwarded as an enclosure to 
this report and which are listed with titles in German and 
English in Appendix 2. 
 
     III. The Three-Frequency Kurier System 
 
(10) A development in the course of the Kurier programme which 
is worthy of mention, although it was dropped so far as the 
Navy application goes, is the so-called "three frequency 
Kurier system". The significant characteristic of this system 
is the use of pulses bearings a supplementary modulation of 
one of three audio frequencies, 3, 4, or 5 kc. A dot is 
transmitted by means of a pulse modulated at three kc, a dash 
by means of a pulse modulated at four kc., and a space by 
means of a pulse modulated at five kc. Five pulses are used 
for each letter regardless of the number of Morse characters 
it contains. The advantage of the three-frequency system is a 
greater freedom from certain types of interference, since 
static voltages rarely reproduce characteristics of a pulse 
with supplementary amplitude modulation. 
 
  The time constants of the filters used to pick off the 
modulation, however, require the use of longer pulses. By 
spacing the pulses (which are 3 milliseconds long) 6 
milliseconds apart, it is possible to insure that all echoes 
or ghosts due to ionosphere reflections will fall into this 
interval, where they may readily be suppressed. Indication was 
by means of Blauschrift tubes, the four letters of the message 
being presented on four traces, one above the other, with 
upward and downward square pip's representing respectively 
dots and dashes or vice versa. A three page description of the 
Blauschrift indicator with circuit diagrams and parts list is 
included in Enclosure as document 17. 
 
(11) The three-frequency Kurier system, although possessing 
distinct advantages in security of transmission, involved very 
much more elaborate equipment. The Geber required 41 tubes, 
and the block diagram of the recording equipment which begins 
with the pulses of audio frequency voltage, here reproduced as 
Figure 3 gives an idea of the amount of equipment involved at 
the receiving end. It required 45 tubes. 
 
 
 
 



                 IV. The Photoelectric Geber  
 
(12) One of the stages traversed in the Kurier development was 
that of the photoelectric Geber. The requirement at the time 
the photoelectric Geber was developed was to transmit two 
indexing pulses and three or four groups of intelligence 
pulses within two hundred milliseconds, the individual pulses 
to be not less than 2 milliseconds in length in order to avoid 
errors due to the appearance of echos caused by ionosphere 
reflections. The advantage of the photoelectric Geber was 
flexibility of application to any one of the several pulse 
schemes then under consideration. It was proposed to pass the 
intelligence: 
 

(a) By the phase or time location of single pulses from an 
initial indexing pulse. 

(b) By means of the usual Morse signals (here the time 
interval between the opening pulse and any group of 
pulses constituting a letter is immaterial. 

(c) By means of the "Fünfer" alphabet system, in which five 
letters only are used. 

(d) By means of the three-frequency system in which audio 
frequency modulated pulses only were used. 

 
(13) The construction of the photoelectric Geber is relatively 
simple. It consists essentially of a light source, photocell 
and amplifier with mechanism for exposing the photocell to the 
light only during time intervals corresponding to the pulses 
to be transmitted. The photocell is located on the axis of a 
drum. Slits in the drum admit the light for periods determined 
by their width and by the speed of rotation of the drum, which 
is driven at low speed by means of a synchronous motor 
possessing a large number of poles. Document 7 describing the 
photo-electric Geber, with circuit diagrams, is included in 
the Enclosure. 
 
                      V. Additional Topics  
 
(1) The information presented in the present report has been 
gained from interrogations, primarily of Dr. Violet of 
Telefunken in Berlin, and from a large quantity of documents 
removed from the F2 laboratory of Telefunken at 
Kreuzbergstrasse 30, Berlin. From a very large quantity of 
documents, including many in the form of handwritten 
laboratory notes and sketches in unusable form, one copy of 
all the drawings which seemed consequential and one copy of 
all written reports of importance for the development, 
description or performance of the Kurier equipment have been 
selected out and are included as an enclosure to the present 
report. The documents have not been translated; the great 
labour involved has not seemed justified in views of the 



generally routine nature of the circuits and equipment 
described. Reference has been made in the foregoing to most of 
the drawings and documents forwarded which describe the Kurier 
equipment as it was in operational use. Brief mention will now 
be made of the other documents forwarded in order to indicate 
the interest which they possess. 
 
(2) Document 29 discusses development of a photographic film 
adequate to record the rapidly moving traces appearing on the 
tube (the beam is deflected up, and then down again over the 
same points of the tube within 1 millisecond), and whose 
developing and fixing is accomplished in a single bath in two 
minutes' time and without agitation. The film is of high 
sensitivity, some 1000 times as great as that of the first 
tried, which was termed Agfa-Copex Autorapid. The developing 
and fixed bath is usable over a temperature range from -3°C to 
+ 50°C is good for several days if protected from excessive 
air, and a litre suffices to treat some fifty pieces of film 
18 x 24 cm. 

 
(3) Document 30. This report concludes from considerable 
experiment and study that for unmodulated pulses the pulses 
must be at least 1 millisecond long in order to make possible 
their distinction from interference, but that lengths over two 
millisecond are unnecessary additions to the total radiating 
time and hence to the overall length of the communication. 
Modulated pulses must be longer by an amount dependent both on 
the modulating frequency used and the time constants of the 
filters in the receiver which must be brought into oscillation 
by the modulating frequency. A pulse length of 3 milliseconds 
suffices for a modulation frequency of 3 kc. and a filter of 
200 cycle band width. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 



 


